of unremitting horror, doing so consistently in two guises: narratively, in fleeting acts of tenderness, forgiveness, and generosity; and stylistically, in moments when the prose form, the words and sentences with which these books are written, ramifies a sense of incalculable mystery. What these manifestations of the sacred enkindle, we are told, is a literary aesthetic consonant with Theodor Adorno's sense of philosophical vocation: a literature with the capacity to "contemplate despair from the perspective of redemption" (79). According to Potts, these books preserve quotidian and corporeal instances of human warmth over and against their darkness implacable. There is more going on with McCarthy than scalping, cannibalism, and catamites.
The first chapter, "Knowledge," begins with an excursion through McCarthy's Southwest, surveying instances when the Christian Church has failed to protect its community against the forces of historical contradiction, and whose febrile members have been subject to death and desecration by the indigenous population and the frontiersmen alike. Potts reads this narrative tendency of routing the parish as exemplary of the American Western, a genre that finds its historical predicate in heathen reprisals on the embodiments of the European Enlightenment. There is, he argues, a transatlantic inversion at work in this, whereby "the European Gothic mutates and bastardizes itself in the American Western, a genre wherein the enemies (once enemies by virtue of class, now monsters by virtue of race) of enlightened reason are battled and ultimately bested" (28). Focusing on Blood Meridian and No Country for Old Men, Potts describes their principal antagonists, Judge Holden and Anton Chigurh, as avatars of this reactionary logic: killing machines driven by pure rationality, by will, and governed by a wager against historical contingency. From their standpoint, the world is irreparably fallen and utterly godless; but the books themselves, claims Potts, resist such totalization.
The subsequent chapter, "Fate," pursues these two characters further, reading them in contradistinction to the life-affirming proclamations of Friedrich Nietzsche's Zarathustra. This chapter-which also includes lengthy detours through Adorno and Max Horkheimer's critique of reason, and through Hannah Arendt's theories of sovereignty-develops a modest yet significant thesis, that the worlds inhabited and shaped by Holden and Chigurh are not doomed to a deterministic trajectory of inescapable carnage. Here, violence is atmospheric and seemingly omnipresent, but it is not absolute. "These novels," Potts reflects, "do quietly resist the inexorable domination of both Holden and Chigurh in human acts of promise and forgive-ness" (64). We encounter this resistance in ostensibly trifling acts of kindness committed by other characters, but more forcefully we encounter it with the two books' atypically opaque endings, which without going so far as affirming hope nevertheless suggest its possibility, which might be enough to unsettle the rule of grim fatalism. "McCarthy never much more than hints at such things anywhere," Potts rightly concedes, "and the clues will appear far clearer elsewhere in his corpus" (79).
The third chapter, "Action," makes good on that promise and, with its sensitive appraisal of a critically undervalued novel, stands out as the book's strongest chapter. Dedicated to Suttree, and merging the previous chapter's critique of fate with the feminist philosophy of Adriana Cavarero and Judith Butler, this chapter opens with a reassessment of the eponymous character's overt misogyny. According to Potts, the way Suttree instrumentally conscripts women to serve his own cause, which derives from his pathological obsession with locating a self beyond the corporeal body, is another violent realization of the instrumental reason more evidently embodied in Holden and Chigurh. Countervailing against this misogyny, however, is an "incarnational logic," a dawning realization of that self's necessary entrenchment in base materiality, or what McCarthy calls our "mawky wormbent tabernacle" (116). I want to leave this complex chapter's many joys to the reader's pleasure and will only summarize what is necessary for taking us into what follows. Suttree, we are shown, finally approaches something like renewal or redemption by discovering holy vitality in the corporeal body, through which he also finds the means of merging into a living community.
Chapter 4, "Story," is methodologically unique, in that it examines the act of narrative itself as a kind of ethical frame. The books studied here are that intergenerational saga comprising the so-called Border Trilogy-namely, All the Pretty Horses, The Crossing, and Cities of the Plain-and with them Potts demonstrates how the communitarian potential with which the previous chapter ended is itself the product of narrative. "In revealing subjectivities as realized in embodied actions that can only be recounted, accounted, described, and mediated relationally through language, McCarthy," we are told, "shows subjectivities to be fraught, not by background, but by relation" (130). In these books, ethical commitment is shaped by the dynamic interplay between sociality and storytelling.
The final substantive chapter-whose title, "Sacrament," suggests its summative reckoning-takes up McCarthy's most obviously theological novel, The Road, wherein the eucharistic glimmers ob-served in previous chapters cohere into a lasting vision of divinity. Rather than simply cataloguing the superabundance of Christian allusions that litter this novel and its blighted landmass, this chapter alights on a tension that animates the central relationship, between a father and his son. While the father clearly loves his son, protecting this boy against an irrevocably damaged world at all costs, that love is not necessarily holy. For Potts, despite the man's numerous invocations of the divine, the love he feels for his son is spiritually imperfect because it relies on uncompromising protection as opposed to vulnerable dispossession; here, we are shown, the personal stands in for the theological. This brings us to an apparent limit in the ethic of McCarthy's fiction, at least when viewed from a theological standpoint. It provokes a difficult question, one that is at the very heart of sacramental theology: how might humans live according to holy precedent, with the self-abnegation of God in Christ?
Though not without its flaws-for instance, the theoretical digressions occasionally overtax their welcome-this book warrants careful reading and critical attention. Given the various ways Potts is alive to the subtleties of Christian theology-especially to the semiotics of sacrament-and given how dexterously he transposes that thought into the space of literature, this book will surely be of value in ongoing debates about the postsecularism of American letters. Moreover, the book's value within the more specialist discourse of McCarthy criticism will be doubly pronounced. While Potts delivers new and significantly revised readings of well-known moments within McCarthy's canon, the polemical edge given to some of his claims is certainly justified. Inattention to sacrament is "regrettable," we are told, because it "impoverishes interpretation" (1). The truth of this claim is born out in its antipode: a newfound knowledge of the sacrament, made perfectly legible here, will certainly enrich our reading. 
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